
Cycletopia is a CTC creation, a place com-
posed of the best examples of cycling pro-
vision, promotion and protection from
towns and cities across the UK. How does
Bristol compare? 

Building Cycletopia
• Fewer cars…The first step is to reduce
motor traffic, especially from town centres.
Quieter, cleaner streets that are free from
cars mean more visitors and a more
vibrant economy. Full pedestrianisation
isn’t the best solution: cycles can mix safe-
ly with pedestrians in town centres, even
during busy periods. The A4 & traffic &
were removed from Queen Square &
College Green years ago – reversing an
incomplete and infamous ‘60s road
scheme. There are pedestrian areas that
cyclists can use in Broadmead, the Centre
and the Harbourside. The Horsefair and
Penn Street are (theoretically) closed to
through traffic except buses and cycles.
The covered ‘streets’ within Cabot Circus
are no-go to cycles but vehicles are
allowed there for special promotions

• …and fewer lorries. Removing lorries
from busy streets at the busiest times
would have great benefits. This in turn
would boost the number of companies now
delivering goods by cycle during the peri-
od when motor vehicles are banned, pro-
viding safety benefits for pedestrians too.
Bristol now has several courier firms using

cargo bikes to deliver goods within the city.

• Lower speed limits. In residential areas,
busy shopping streets and town centres,
20mph should be the normal speed limit.
This is a speed at which most
people feel safe to mix with
motor traffic when cycling.
Bristol has two 20mph pilot
zones – in South and East
Bristol. Even main roads
where people worked,
shopped or played were includ-
ed. Bristol is powering ahead with introduc-

ing 20mph over the whole city with few
exceptions. Even bustling “A roads”
Whiteladies Road and Gloucester Road are
likely to be 20mph in the next rollout. The
whole of Bristol is expected to follow.

• Cycle provision on busy roads. Nearly
every cycling trip around town will involve
using busy main roads at some point. In
these places, traffic or speed reduction are
less likely to be politically realistic options
(but watch this space with the new Bristol
mayor). Instead, these roads normally
require high quality cycle facilities such as
wide cycle paths that have priority over
side roads and that have separate traffic
lights on major junctions.

BCyC have been lobbying to improve the
standard of cycle facilities for many years
and, although overall the standard of provi-

sion is still far below where it should be,
there are signs of improvement on the hori-
zon. Brunel Mile links the Youth Hostel and
Harbourside area to Temple Meads station
using a ‘parallel cycle crossing’ alongside
a light controlled pedestrian crossing, seg-
regated cycleway, a raised priority crossing
at Welsh Back where traffic yields to cross-
ing pedestrians and cyclists, a ‘hybrid’
cycle lane over Redcliffe bridge and a wide
zebra crossing where crossing cyclists reg-
ularly cycle. Unfortunately continuity is lost
crossing Phippen Street and at the traffic
lights crossing Redcliffe Way and Temple
Gate near Temple Meads station.

Junction improvements are, if anything,
even more important. Three quarters of
cyclists’ injuries happen at or near junc-
tions. The – as yet – small budget of £30m
(£15m for London and £15m for the rest of
England) to tackle major junctions is an
opportunity to test innovative, high-quality
cycle facilities in a few locations where
cycling is currently just too hostile for the
majority of people. One of Bristol’s notori-
ous junctions – St James Barton round-
about, could have elevated pedestrian and
cycle routes inside without descending to
the pedestrianised Bear Pit.

• Off-road routes. Of course, where possi-
ble, well designed, signed and maintained
cycle routes through green, motor-traffic
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free areas provide the most pleasant
cycling experiences for most people.
Sustrans’ first was Bristol-Bath railway path
but this has become too popular. Meads
Reach Bridge links Temple Meads station
to the Bristol-Bath railway path – comple-
menting Valentines Bridge. Concorde Way
has Brook Bridge.

• Encouraging a cycling culture.
Changes to the layout of our streets and
town centres to make them better for
cycling are vital if we are to become a
cycling-friendly place, but creating a
cycling culture is also fundamental, espe-
cially in the shorter term before the infra-
structure can be built. In recent years,
cycling groups have been developing a
range of ‘smarter choices’ measures – e.g.
CTC’s Cycle Champions and Bike Club
projects or Sustrans’ BikeIt programme – to
promote cycling in schools and work-
places, for women, health patients and
other disadvantaged groups and communi-
ties. 

This promotion is not just through informa-
tion and publicity but also by offering tar-
geted opportunities for people to give
cycling a try. Bristol has Sustrans, Lifecycle
UK, CTC’s rides including get Gorgeous,
Bristol Cycling Campaign’s rides including
Discover Bristol, Bristol Cycling Festival
including cycling cinema, Bristol World
Naked Bike Ride, Bristol’s Biggest Bike
Ride, Critical mass rides and Bike Trains.

• Cycling to work. Having cycle-friendly
employers means employees are encour-
aged to ride to work. Good storage, tax
incentives and supportive management
(leading by example by cycling them-
selves) all help to make cycling the first
choice for commuting or business trips.
CTC’s Workplace Challenge pits business-
es against one another to see who can get

the most people cycling. Businesses
involved in the cycle trade or manufacture
of bikes or parts for bikes often have a
higher proportion of staff that cycle regular-
ly and these workplaces can inspire others. 

• Cycle training. Schools offering good
quality (on-road) cycle training, storage,
and cycling promotion can achieve spec-
tacular results. Recent research suggested
that adults are more likely to take up
cycling again if they had cycle training as a
child. Nationally, just 1 in 50 pupils travels
to school by bike, but in some places the
figures are far higher: it helps when the
head and staff cycle. 

• Cycle hire. Public bike share schemes
such as London’s Barclays Cycle Hire have
become a very popular addition to towns
and cities. Briefly Bristol had Hourbikes but
there were insufficient hire bikes and dock-
ing stations so they were relocated to
Blackpool. 

• Bikes at the station… In many smaller
places, cycle hire facilities based at the
railway station are more likely to serve the
needs of visitors. Brompton Docks – which
dispense folding bikes from automated

lockers – have reached Bristol Temple
Meads station before some other planned
major stations (see page 5). 

Closer integration with public transport –
particularly the railways – means longer
distance trips can be made more easily by
bike. Bristol Temple Meads does have
secure cycle parking on platform 4. The
latest tranche are less popular where they
are furthest away from the barriers/subway.
The remotest ones, vulnerably hidden
behind a building are rarely used. Cycle
racks are also publicly available on the
approaches to Temple Meads at nearby
Temple Quay but these are exposed to the
weather. The Taylored Cycle Hub is a bike
workshop in a van, which services cycles
at Bristol Temple Meads 3 day a week.

• …and on the train. Many people need to
take cycles with them on the train, particu-
larly for day trips or touring. Ideally, all rail-
way companies should ensure cycle reser-
vations are easy to make on longer dis-
tance trains, while also offering both dedi-
cated and abundant flexible space on local
trains. First Great Western (FGW)’s High
Speed Trains allow six cycles to be pre-
booked. However, another six bikes can
often be accommodated for through jour-
neys to the last station. FGW’S local DMU
(Diesel Multiple Unit) trains are theoretically
limited to two bikes per train but more are
sometimes allowed – at the train manager’s
discretion. All the Class 143 trains which
could carry 8-12 cycles were transferred
from Bristol to the Exeter area and were
replaced by Class 150 trains with more
seats but less flexible space – for 2-6
cycles.

• Bike shops. Having a good, friendly
local bike shop that provides a range of
bikes for different types of cyclist can make
a big difference to an area’s cycling cul-
ture. We all probably know a bike shop
where the staff are helpful, knowledgeable
and the range of bikes they sell are suit-

We've all heard stories
about people who can sup-
posedly pop a Kryptonite
New York lock off in three
nanoseconds using a bent
hairgrip but here's a few
examples of some cheap
locks that have done the 
job pretty well.

Bits of bike left stranded on
Sheffield stands makes for
depressing viewing espe-
cially if the remains used to
be your bike but the Marin
frame has been completely stripped
except for the bottom bracket and the
Metalock D lock has obviously suffered a
determined attack judging by the way the
shackle is deformed but it withstood any
attempt to steal the half decent frame.
That lock is available online for £9.99.

The GT frame is only held by an
armored cable lock but it still pre-
vents it from being removed and the
Raleigh BSO is held by a Halfords
lock that was probably given away
free with every can of de-icer but
the frame is still there.

Hopefully, an indication that reason-
ably effective security doesn't have
to cost a fortune and if more people

put the
D lock
on
properly through the frame and
wheel then (without wanting to
delve too far into the realms of
fantasy) perhaps bike theft would
be less of a blight on humanity
and we could all live happily ever
after…

able for all types of cycling. Most in Bristol
offer discounts to our members. 
Social enterprises that run recycling
schemes, cycle training programmes and
other promotional events are another cru-
cial part of building a cycling culture. The
Bristol Bike Project includes Bike Kitchen –
a workshop where cyclists with some bicy-
cle maintenance skills are encouraged to
repair, maintain or build their own bikes as
well as Earn-A-Bike – providing bicycles to
marginalised groups who work alongside
mechanics overhauling a bicycle, which
they then keep and can maintain at weekly
Fix-a-Bike sessions.Photo: Jakes Bikes

• Bringing it all together. Bringing all this
together requires leadership. Key individu-
als in high profile places can force through
the changes necessary and bring together
decision-makers, as well as setting budg-
ets, which are needed to implement many
of these ideas. 

In isolation, all these things will help to
encourage some more people to cycle.
However, bringing them together in the
same town, Cycletopia, could completely
transform the health and economy of the
community where you live. Bristol now has
a mayor whose election pitch included
being a cycling Super Champion. Lets hold
him to it.
This article is based on (and heavily pla-
giarised from) the CTC's Welcome to
Cycletopia article, published in the Oct/Nov
2012 edition of Cycle magazine. The full
article can also be read online by search-
ing the CTC website: www.ctc.org.uk

This article is based on (and heavily plagiarised
from) the CTC's Welcome to Cycletopia article,
published in the Oct/Nov 2012 edition of Cycle
magazine. The full article can also be read
online by searching the CTC website.



RIDES CORNER
Chris Whitlock

A look back at some summer and
autumn rides – and a tantalising
glimpse into the future.Against a back-
cloth of a fast growing public interest in
cycling and bolstered by supportive words
from ‘The Post’ (see Weekend supplement
of 9 November) we have extended our
short urban themed Discover Bristol rides
into new areas and peppered this with
longer runs for the energetic. Our themed
Rides have sought out flagship contempo-
rary buildings, explored Bristol’s rich
industrial history and extended the debate
over types of cyclepath and infrastructure
through first hand visits, but always in
good humour and with an eye for the
quirky and original.

Autumn Season • The autumn season
opened with a joint ride with Bristol Civic
Society. We followed the Frome Greenway
stopping to look at a print of one of the
ancient bridges taken from the
Braikenridge Collection from the Know
Your Place website
(www.bristol.gov.uk/page/know-your-place)
comparing this to the current view. We
climbed through Stoke Park Estate to the
Dower House to be met by Adrian Kerton,
editor of the History of Stoke Gifford that
provides a detailed account of the site.
Originally built for the Berkeley family in
the 16th century and then given it’s Gothic
Revival ‘Folly’ look a century later, the for-
mer mental hospital, now Grade II listed,
has been converted into 13 luxury appart-
ments. Adrian entertained us with the full
history and also showed us i-pad views of
the ‘Adam’ period interior.

We skirted Hermitage Woods and sam-
pled part of the Concorde Way, en-route to
the green oasis of St Werburgh’s City Farm
with its award winning cafe, before con-
cluding at the St Werburgh’s Art Trail.
Another historically themed Ride included
a tour of strategically important sites sub-
jected to the infamous bombing of
November 1940 to April 1941 that left
Bristol ranking the fifth most bombed city
in Britain during the Second World War.
With prints of old photographs carefully
related to existing sites we awoke the
ghosts of the once bustling Castle Street
and the incomparable Dutch House.

Discover Bristol • Several Discover
Bristol rides have visited new or potential
infrastructure that is either under construc-
tion or still at the planning stage. Wendy
took us to see the ‘missing link’ section of
road between the Long Ashton cyclepath
and the Flax Bourton Greenway that is
now to go ahead as a segregated cycle-
track despite some vocal opposition. The
Cyclenation conference sunday social ride
took delegates and members to see the
progress of the new Yate spur that is
planned to follow the rail corridor using the
disused track, run along field boundaries
and existing rights of way to link the
Bristol-Bath path at Coxgrove Hill with
Station Rd, Yate. The group were full of
praise for the work that had been complet-
ed by both the contractors and volunteers.
In October the route was accessible from
Coxgrove Hill by road bike up to the
motorway bridge then by mountain bike.

Other Discover Bristol rides have related
to either special or regular events within
the City such as the WOW Gorillas project
where Bristol Zoo brought public art to the
streets of the City and Bristol Open Doors
Day. On the latter ride we visited some
contrasting buildings such as the new
National office of the Environment Agency
that embodies the principles it espouses
and Elsie Briggs House, one of the oldest
lived in buildings in Bristol and now a
place for contemplative prayer and medi-
tation. Martin managed to raise the pre-
sentational bar with his slickly presented
War Memorials ride on Remembrance Day
with annotated photographs of yesteryear
mostly from ‘Brizzle Born and Bred’ on the
Flickr website. With appropriate decorum
he lead the group from the poignant
memorial of the shell of St. Peter’s church
in Castle Park to more recent testimonies
such as the site where a Wellington
Bomber crashed in St Andrews Park.

Wiggins’ Whiskers • Some rides have
shown quirky inventiveness such as the
Wiggins’ Whiskers Ride in honour of
Bradley where we sported sideburns with
pride. Reg teasingly quizzed our route
memorising skills en route to the giant pro-
pellor tumulus north of Filton airfield before
tracking down the lost village of Charlton.
Gordon sought out two notable ‘institu-
tions’ in his not-very-challenging Gordano
Challenge, the ever popular Scarlett’s cafe
in Clevedon and the incomparable Blue
Flame pub in whose generous garden we
all sampled the joys of recumbent cycling. 

We do not myopically limit our campaign-
ing influence strictly to Bristol and where
practicable we show our support for
cycling friendly projects outside the city
boundary. In October we visited the Bath
Two Tunnels project which is fascinating
on so many levels, as a work of Victorian
engineering being brought back to life by
21st century engineers and as a potential-
ly awe-inspiring cycling experience. The
Two Tunnels Path is part of the former
Somerset and Dorset Railway, including
the Devonshire and Combe Down tunnels.
The works will provide a 4 mile route of
shared-use walking and cycling path link-
ing Twerton to Midford. 
The planning permission for this was
approved in May 2008, with much of the
funding via a Sustrans Connect2 lottery
grant. When completed the tunnel will be
equipped with a cycle-friendly surface,
mobile phone coverage and lighting trig-
gered by motion sensors. Bat-friendly LED
technology is being considered as an
alternative to high-pressure sodium lamps.
As explained on the website www.twotun-
nels.org.uk, the S&D line “carried millions
of people to holidays on the south coast,

carried the beer from Burton to Dorset,
carried the coal that gave Bath the grimy
black and silver appearance that many
people will recall from the days before its
buildings were cleaned” 

The Combe Down tunnel opened in 1874,
exceeding one mile in length by exactly 69
yards and was once the UK’s longest with-
out intermediate ventilation. Largely due
the high cost of the tunnel construction
and the steep approach into Bath the sec-
tion of the line between Midford and
Queen Square was always run on a single
track. Trains heading out of the City were
often ‘banked’ by a locomotive that
detached itself from the train at the
entrance to Combe Down tunnel and then
returned back down the gradient to Bath.
As we explored the Linear Park through
the Oldfield Park suburb and ‘the land that
time forgot’ around Lyncombe Vale we
mused upon this colourful history. This
excellent project opens on April 6th, and
we promise to organise a follow-up ride.

Isle of Wight • My seasonal recommenda-
tion for a holiday trip out of town is the Isle
of Wight via Romsey and the New Forest.
Romsey is under an hour and a half from
Temple Meads and boasts a magnificent
Norman Abbey and the home of Victorian
Prime Minister Lord Palmerston. South of
here at Totton you can cross the River Test
on a segregated path and follow NCN 236
to Lyndhurst, head south east to pick up
forested trails on NCN 2 to Brockenhurst
and finally, after 23 miles, reach the ferry
port at Lymington. 

When returning to Romsey you can alter
this route to take in Beaulieu (translates as
“beautiful place”) at its riverside setting in
the heart of the forest. Palace House was

completed in 1204 as the gatehouse to
Beaulieu Abbey when the complex was
the home of Cistercian monks. This is still
very evident through its serene cloisters
and the much restored quarters for the
Lay Brothers. The Palace has been the
ancestral home of the Montagu family
since 1538, when it was bought from the
Crown and was extensively altered in sub-
sequent centuries. Today it is a fine exam-
ple of a Gothic country house.

The regular half hour crossing on the
Wightlink ferry takes you to Yarmouth with
its Norman grid-iron street plan, listed pier
and Henry VIII era castle. You can follow
the Yar estuary along part of the old
Freshwater to Newport railway – always an
impecunious line it closed in 1953 and is
now an idyllic cycle track. I recommend
the YHA in Totland Bay, run by friendly
long-standing management. The 53 bed
Victorian house has a lovely first floor
lounge with views north towards the
Solent. 

Over half of the Isle of Wight is designated
as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
and there are nearly 30 miles of Heritage
Coast. There is a tangible ‘still-in-the-
1950’s’ ambience about the pace of life on
the isle, enriched by beautiful clean air.
The island boasts over 200 miles of cycle
paths/routes including a 62 mile 'round the
island' cycle route through some of the
island’s best scenery, a moderately hilly
route mainly using quieter lanes, signed
with a white bike clockwise and blue bike
anti-clockwise. Local to the hostel, the
Needles, with its Old and New Battery
sites, is the most westerly point of the
Island’s central chalk ridge, traversed by
the Tennyson Trail, a spectacular walk
much loved by the poet laureate. There

are numerous distractions across the isle,
from the italianate Osborne House that
provides a unique glimpse into the private
life of Queen Victoria, Prince Albert and
their nine children to the island’s only
thatched church at Freshwater Bay.

Upcoming Rides • We’re already thinking
about rides for the late spring and summer
of 2013. Ideas of where to go and what to
see would be very welcome. Can you
spare the time to help out on a ride? We
always need people to be ‘backstops’ or
‘sweepers’. Or, if you are experienced in
group riding, why not think about leading
one? Just get in touch by coming on a
ride, to a meeting, or via one of the con-
tacts at the back of the magazine.
Upcoming rides are listed on the back
page.

Please check the website for changes and
updates as adverse weather could affect
the plans. Highlights include;-
• An historic tour of Bristol’s wonderful old
cinema’s with photos of the original sites
and factoids galore. 
• A Brunel-themed ride with City
Sightseeing Bristol to explore the famous
cigar chomping engineer’s local works.
• A well-informed tour of Bristol Civic
Society Environmental Award winning
buildings
• A late Spring Bank Holiday weekend
away in the ‘The Big Smoke’. We will be
exploring the riverside paths along the
Thames estuary, canal towpaths, green-
ways, parks and iconic buildings, and
intersperse the cycling with the British
Museum Ice Age Art exhibition and a
Skylift London cable car trip.

Look forward to seeing you out and about
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Held on 16 October 2012, this was one in
a series of four events around the UK host-
ed by the Embassy of the Netherlands, in
collaboration with Royal Haskoning DHV,
Cycle Nation, The Dutch Cycling Embassy
Foundation and (in Bristol) Bristol City
Council.

The aim was to share expertise from the
Netherlands and assess how lessons from
the Dutch experience might be applied in
the UK context.

MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

The conference was opened by Malcolm
Shepherd, Chief Executive of Sustrans,
who began by contrasting the proportion of
trips made by bicycle in cities in the
Netherlands (37%) with the situation in the
UK (2 to 3%). There has been a history of
missed opportunities in the UK, he said, but
there are now many reasons to be opti-
mistic about cycling. For example:
•LSTF funding
•The London “Boris Factor”
•The new cycling safety fund
•20mph zones
•An Active Travel bill before the Welsh
Assembly (which would make it compulsory
for local authorities to map, maintain and
develop their local cycle network)
•Public health bodies moving under the
auspices of local authorities
•Higher petrol prices producing an oppor-
tunity for cycling
•Many new cycling projects now coming to
fruition 
•The “Olympics effect”
Malcolm reiterated the need for packages
of measures, a willingness to reallocate traf-
fic and strong leadership, calling for the
new Bristol Mayor to embrace cycling. (Of
course at the time we didn’t know who
would become mayor, so we call on you
now George! – Ed)

DUTCH CYCLING CULTURE

Jaap Modder, chair of the Arnhem-
Nijmegen region, then gave an overview of
cycling culture in the Netherlands. He said
that most Dutch people use bicycles as an
“extension of their body”, contrasting this
good-humouredly with his observation of
British cyclists in high-viz jackets, helmets
and “cycling to work in short trousers in the
autumn”.

The Dutch have not always enjoyed the
benefits of car-free city centres – the
process of filtering out cars began in the
1970s and was controversial at the time.
Radical measures were taken to “make
room for the bike”. All is not, however, per-
fect in the Netherlands, as cycling is so
popular that bicycle congestion is now a
problem in Dutch cities. After 50 years of
segregated cycle provision, they are having

to consider more shared space solutions. 

Another issue which the Dutch are now
addressing is how to encourage longer dis-
tance cycling, to reduce car traffic between
settlements. Whilst 50% of commuter trips
under 5km are made by bike, this drops to
10% for commuter trips of over 10km. They
are therefore building wide, straight ‘cycling
highways’ to connect towns and cities.

GOOD FOR BUSINESS

Next, Gerben Meijering of SOAB (a built
environment and transport consultancy)
presented the results of four surveys on the
economic effects of people travelling to
shops by bicycle. He said that in the
Netherlands, cycling is seen as one way of
revitalising shopping centres in the face of
competition from internet shopping. 
Unsurprisingly, in neighbourhood or city
centre shops, more money was spent by
people travelling by bike or on foot than by
those coming by car, but this situation was
reversed for larger, out-of-town shops.
People travelling by bicycle or on foot
shopped more frequently than car-drivers,
but spent less per visit. However, high fre-
quency visits were thought to be beneficial
to retailers, because frequent visits led to
more ‘impulse buys’, which is good for
business.

Gerben introduced the concept of ‘bicycle
profit hours’ as a means of expressing the
economic benefits to be gained from
encouraging people to shop by bicycle.
Finally, he emphasised the importance of
targeting particular groups (market segmen-
tation) and of presenting cycling as a
means of improving urban quality.

Although rates of cycling incidents resulting
in injury are relatively low in the Netherlands
(and have reduced as cycling levels have
increased) safety is still a concern. Sixty
seven per cent of cycling collisions in the
Netherlands occur at junctions. Marjolein de
Lange outlined a number of measures
underway or under consideration:
•Safe street design – there is increasing
concern about the rising number of cyclist-
only incidents, such as colliding with obsta-
cles in the road
•Intelligent transport systems
•Airbags on car windscreens
•Keeping stopping times at red lights as
short as possible to discourage cyclists
from ‘jumping’ them.
Adrian Davis stressed that road safety
includes “freedom from exposure to harm”,
which means not just the objective risk of
incidents, but also the perceived risk (which
may be greater and can be a major barrier
for some people). Our aim should be to
make cycling safe enough for children and
elderly people to cycle without fear.
However, this is unlikely to happen until a
‘critical mass’ is reached – i.e. enough
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cyclists on the road to slow the motor traf-
fic down. In Bristol, 9.5% of commuter trips
are made by bicycle and he thought that a
tipping point could be reached at 10%.

Marjolein and Adrian also highlighted the
danger of not cycling (or taking other physi-
cal exercise) in terms of health. In the UK,
95% of adults do insufficient exercise to
look after their health. Looked at the other
way around, the benefits of cycling for your
health far outweigh the risk that you will
come to harm in a crash.

LIVABLE CITIES

This was some discussion of what makes a
city ‘livable’. For example, a livable city is
sociable and this requires a pleasant physi-
cal environment, which in turn means
reduced traffic speeds and volume. Peter
Lipman mentioned the Sustrans DIY Streets
pilot and a new initiative: Pocket Places for
People’. There was some discussion of
whether reducing traffic on certain streets
merely serves to increase it elsewhere, and
how infrastructure changes in localities can
be joined up with one another.

Jaap Modder mentioned the way in which
polycentric urban development in Berlin
means that there is less traffic between dif-
ferent parts of the city. People’s perceptions
of distance can also be changed, so that
they are prepared to walk or cycle further,
for example from home to work. Changes
to both infrastructure and perceptions are
required.

CONCLUSION

Advice from the Dutch participants on
increasing cycling in UK cities included:
•Make radical decisions and implement
them overnight
•Give advocacy groups more say
•Improve infrastructure
•If you have to mix bicycles and cars,
reduce traffic speed and volume;
•Make a long term plan and stick to it.
Finally, the importance of promoting the
health benefits of cycling was reiterated in
light of new NICE guidelines on the role of
cycling and walking for health launched on
28 December.

MEMBERS MEETINGS • Martin Parkinson
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The amount of evidence that says that
physical activity is seriously good for you
can only be described as a ‘vast pile’.
Amongst many other things, getting about
under your own steam can prevent and
relieve stress, anxiety and depression.
Utility walking and
cycling play an
important part in my
own emotional ecolo-
gy – and though I
speak for myself, I sus-
pect the same is true
for many others. 

The theme for the mem-
bers meeting in
September was cycling
and mental health. It start-
ed with a short talk by
Heather and Jackie, two
women from the Life Cycle
UK’s Bike Minded project
which you can read about here: www.life-
cycleuk.org.uk/mental-wellbeing

The main speaker was Graeme Wilgress.
I actually find his talk quite hard to write
about because I was very moved by it –
as I believe were the rest of the audience.
The surface details are that in 2011 he
rode 4000 miles round the UK coast to
raise money for Sustrans. The inner story
is the emotional distress that has formed
a background of much of Graeme’s life
but which pushed its way to the fore-
ground point when, in his words “I suf-
fered a catastrophic breakdown in which
all seemed lost”. 

Depression is as incapacitating as any
physical illness can be. If you have not
experienced it, even in a mild form, you
might not realise that ‘depression’ is a

very different thing from mere
transient glumness. The word
‘breakdown’ is a very telling
metaphor for an inner experi-
ence in which the world does
seem to break down and the
simplest everyday action can
feel like an impossibly heroic
undertaking. Graeme’s way of
putting his world back togeth-
er and of reconnecting with,
well life really, involved
cycling. He’s written a book
about it, Riding2Recovery,
further details here:
www.graemewillgress.com

Of course October’s meeting became our
highly successful Mayoral Hustings in col-
laboration with Life Cycle UK and
Sustrans. The result of the mayoral vote is
well known and discussed elsewhere in
this magazine. But suffice to say the
evening passed off very well with each
candidate given a fair chance to speak
by the chair Bob Smyth who also
extremely patient with the hecklers (some
of whom did have valid points whereas
others were plainly idiotic – Ed). And we
are very grateful to Burgess Salmon for
providing us with an excellent venue and
hospitality.

Chris Bell’s talk in November also had a
health connection. Chris told us about his

bike trip from Corfu to his home near
Lampeter, West Wales. Talks of this kind
always raise lots of geeky curiosity about
the logistics of the trip and in this case
Chris actually brought the bike and his kit
along to show us. Chris is a bike engineer
(http://www.highpath.net/) and he had
adapted a full-size Dahon folder into a
very handsome expedition bike. And, it
was quite an expedition: 14 countries vis-
ited in 14 weeks, with 12 languages to
not-quite-speak – he learned at least six
words from each. The most interesting
parts of the trip were the lesser-known
parts of Europe. Albania in particular has
only recently become accessible to visi-
tors

The health connection is that Chris Bell is
a 60-year old prostate cancer survivor
and in addition to its intrinsic fun, the trip
was used to raise funds for the research
charity Prostate Cancer UK. Chris is
understandably evangelical about getting
the awareness message broadcast –
apparently prostate cancer is almost as
common as breast cancer and is curable
if caught early. Rather appropriately, he
told us that the first newspaper he saw
after setting his wheels back in the UK
contained the headline “breakthrough in
prostate cancer testing”. More on Prostate
Cancer UK here: 
http://prostatecanceruk.org.

(Ed - at the meeting we managed to raise
a creditable £65.26 for Prostate Cancer
UK, so thanks again to everyone who
came along)

DESIGNER AD

Sustrans CycleCity guides are a new suite
of seven pocket sized maps covering the
South West and Thames valley

These easy to use maps cover:
1.Somerset Levels
2.Dorset Downs
3.South Devon
4.Thames Valley
5.Cornwall
6.North Devon
7.Severn & Thames

At a scale of 1:110,000 the maps are
designed to aid the exploration

of the area by bike
and include The
National Cycle
Network, local cycle
paths, clearly mapped
on-road and traffic-free
paths, easy to read con-
tours, detailed inset maps
for the major towns and
cities, and local Tourist
Information Centre contact
details. 

Also featured are a selection
of circular day rides created by travel
writer Nick Cotton.

The maps retail at £4.99 each. Or £20 for
the five maps covering the South West.
Available through the Sustrans shop -
http://www.sustransshop.co.uk.

REVIEW:
It is great to have maps targeted
specifically at cyclist, and these
maps contain a lot of useful
information. They are easy to
read and the main map includes
the location of cyle shops and
pinpoints all the hill climbs. 
The map folds down neatly to fit
a jersey pocket.
On the reverse of the main map
are street plans of town centres
and urban areas. Along with
some ride suggestions and other
information.

The maps however (like most
maps) are made of paper and
therefore are not particularly
durable or practical in wet
weather. It is advisable to carry
them in a waterproof map holder.
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Late last August, the Living Heart for
Bristol campaign has got together with
BCyC and CTC to celebrate 20 years of
the removal of through motor traffic in
Queen Square and returned to the people. 
Because we want to see this principal
extended to the whole of central Bristol a
dozen or so of us got together to cycle to
our twin city of Bordeaux to see how it's
done. They closed their centre to through
traffic ten years ago when implementing a
tram system and haven't looked back.

The ride left Queen Square on Friday 24
August with a civic farewell from the main
mayoral candidates or their representa-
tives. And then the heavens opened…
Fortunately for me I cheated a little as
work commitments meant me taking the
Eurostar and TGV to meet the others. And
so glad I was that I did when I met the
rain soaked contingent stepping off the
ferry at St Malo after a stormy crossing.

And so it was that we cycled to St Suliac
for our first night of camping in France.
Lunch the next day was taken in Dinan 

before joining the Canal du Rance et Illes
where we had our first blowout and John
C was forced to fixe a torn tyre with bits of
inner tube, plastic milk carton and gaffer
tape. Fortunately French cycle shops are
everywhere and a proper repair was
made on reaching the next town.

The next day we were headed for Rennes
and were kindly guided into the city via
back lanes and tracks by two generous
French cyclists. Rennes, the capital of
Brittany, is a beautiful city and is a fantas-
tic place to eat crepes and drink cidre.

After which we headed along the Vilaine
riverbank taking a left at Beslé so we
could rock up at a protest camp against 

an unnecessary airport north of
Nantes. The camp was a little
spooky with very few protesters
around and very basic facilities.
On the plus side, we were even-
tually met by a small welcoming
committee and had free camp-
ing for the night.

The next day we had only a
short hop to Nantes, crossing La

Loire by ferry to set up camp in the south-
ern suburbs. We had the rest of the day
to explore the city and a few of us were
treated to a talk by Lamia Rouleau-
Tiraoui, project officer for the greater
Nantes authority, about their long-term
transport strategy – not too dissimilar to
that of Bordeaux.

At the campsite it was approximately 2am
when we were all awoken by the loud
clatter of tent poles. Fine, until the arguing
started...and then the crying – oh and did
I hear some slapping? Eventually Philippe
had a quiet word (with me standing
behind looking like thunder) and all went
quiet. It turns out the young couple had
had a long day and were trading insults
to let off steam. In spite of the nocturnal
entertainment we got away in good time,
guided onto the right route by a local in
his car. Unfortunately he had little idea of
cycling speed but somehow Philippe kept
up with him.

After a long hard ride (now we were south
of La Loire, it was beginning to warm up
quite considerably) we took the famous
3km causeway over the mussel beds to
the Île De Noirmoutier. After lunch we
watched the tide roll in over the cause-
way, returning to the mainland via the
modern bridge.

Photo: Île De Noirmoutier causeway
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The Atlantic coast spoilt us with dedicat-
ed cycle tracks alongside beaches and
through forests. Particularly impressive
was the seaside resort of Les Sables-
D’Olonne where acres of road space
along the seafront had been taken away
from motor vehicles and given back to
cyclists and pedestrians. It’s worth taking
a virtual tour on Google Earth where, at
the time of writing, you can still see some
‘before and after’ views.

In La Rochelle much of the centre is
pedestrianised with cycling permissible.
At night a major road by the port is
closed to motor traffic with stewards moni-
toring the exits. Some of us stayed at the
very comfortable Youth Hostel as a rest
from camping.

The next day we were 10km in when Sally
and Christopher had to turn back to La
Rochelle when he realised he'd left his
rucksack in the street. Luckily they asked
a down-and-out if he's seen anything and
when he pulled out the rucksack (com-
plete with passport and cards but missing
E60) no questions were asked...

During lunch at Rochefort we were reunit-
ed with Sally, Christopher and his ruck-
sack. Then on to a real treat: Rochefort's
transporter bridge, built by Ferdinand
Arnodin who also constructed the one in
Newport.

The route eventually gave way to more
lovely forest path though hitting the Nadir
of campsites at La Palmyre. It was one of
those overpriced places with all the facili-
ties you don’t need when you’re cycle
camping. And then we had to move the
tents and set up in darkness after given
wrong 'emplacement'.

The next day we were treated to a 20
minute ferry crossing of La Gironde, the
estuary that eventually leads to Bordeaux.
We took lunch at Soulac-sur-Mer, a pretty
resort with wonderful 19th century archi-
tecture and were joined by a French
woman whose mother was from
Doncaster.

Following the estuary, we were soon into
wine country with fairytale chateaux. This
was our last full day of cycling and was
rewarded by the best campsite of all in
Pauillac.
Photo: Bordeaux chateau

The next day we were met by a local
cycling group – our escort to Bordeaux.
We took a picnic in the shade and by the
water and offered a sweet aperitif wine.
After a long hot ride on busy roads and at
last...we've made it! 

The next day our escorts met us at the
campsite and we headed along the
Bordeaux waterfront on our way to the
civic reception.

Until relatively recently the fine 18th cen-
tury buildings along the waterfront were
once obscured from the waterfront by M-
Shed type 'hangers' and plagued by an
eight lane highway. Many of the old hang-
ers still survive along the waterfront fur-
ther out from the centre serving as high-
end shopping and eating.

Bordeaux's quay - remind you of any-
where?

Over at the Hôtel de Ville we met Mayor
Alain Juppé's deputy Elizabeth Touton
who is responsible for transport. She
revealed how 10 years ago they had to
work very quickly to install the tram and
close streets to through traffic. For three
years they had nothing but complaints
from motorists, but by the time the work
was finished the drivers had found other
ways around and everyone was enjoying
the new relaxed, quiet yet bustling envi-
ronment.

Later on we're invited for drinks with the
twinning association who have their own

room dedicated to the Bristol/Bordeaux
twinning. We discovered Bordeaux is
twinned with about 50 other places, but
Bristol was the first – in 1947. In fact the
first ever twinning in Europe

And with one last splash in the Mirror
Fountain, off we went on our separate
ways back to Bristol. Who knows, per-
haps we'll see a thriving, bustling yet car-
free heart of Bristol within three years of
our mayoral elections? One thing I can be
sure of, lunch at our Bordeaux Quay will
never be quite the same.



Discount may not be available on all items and services.
Please check with the store.

BW Bikes • 1 Brunel Lock Smeaton Rd Bristol
0117 927 2947 www.bwcycling.co.uk 10%

BikeFix Bradley Stoke • 07963 933317 
mobile service, Bradley Stoke area 10%

Bikes Made Good • 07948 271763
mobile service • service & parts 10% 

Bike UK • Queens Avenue, Clifton
0117 929 3500 • parts & accessories 10%

Bike Workshop • 88 Colston Street 
0117 926 8961 10%

Bool's Bicycles • 5 Staple Hill Rd, Fishponds
0117 939 2746 • goods & services 10%

Bristol Cycle Shack • 28 Midland Rd, St Phillip's  10%
0117 929 9143 • parts, accessories & 2nd hand bikes

Harvey’s • 178 Henleaze Road, Henleaze
0117 962 9520 10%

Jakes' Bikes • 6a Haymarket Walk (between the Bearpit
and Bus Station) 0117 329 7363       10%

Kathmandu • Park Street • 0117 927 7814    10-25%
with free Summit Club membership

Mud Dock • The Grove, off Queen Square
0117 929 2151 10%

Pembury Cycles • 8 Highridge Road, Bishopsworth
0117 964 0973 - parts & accessories 10%
Psyclewerx • 4-6 Abbotsford Rd, Redland 0117 946 7496 10%

Strada • 236 North St, Southville 0117 966 9662 10%

The Spokesman • 78 Mina Road, St Werburghs
0117 955 3022 10%

The Triathlon Shop • Temple Quay • 0117 929 2711  10%
On bikes and accessories, but not servicing

ZeroG • Unit 6, Willow Cent. Downend 0117 956 6719 10%

ZeroG • 12-14 Park Street, off College Green 
0117 929 7368 10%

ZeroG • 11-13 North St, Bedminster 0117 966 0743 10%

General advice for rides Discounts to BCyC members...

Other cycling groups in the Bristol Area

Many regular riders will know these things
already, but for those new to cycling or to
the group here are a few tips that you may
find helpful.

• Times shown are the START times of the rides.
- Although some may wait a few minutes for a chat,
it's best not to rely on this. Arrive earlier rather than
later and don't get left behind.

• Make sure your bike is in good working order.
- If you think it needs more than a 'tweak' then it's
probably better to get it serviced at a bike shop. 
- Carry a few basic repair items with you, such as a
pump, puncture repair kit or, even better, an inner
tube of the right size and basic tools. If you're new
to cycling and don't know how to use them, the
chances are someone else will show you (that's
how most of us learned!)

• In winter you might be riding home in the dark.
- Bring your bike lights and hi-vis wear. As the 
temperature can drop significantly in the evenings,
so bring extra warm layers, gloves, socks, hat, etc.
Pack a waterproof jacket and maybe also water-
proof trousers.

• Always carry food with you
Even if it's only a banana! Cycling is exercise and
you will get hungry. Preferably some carbohydrates
– sandwiches, flapjacks, cereal bars and fresh or
dried fruit are some examples.

• On the road, behave responsibly
Don't obstruct traffic and only stop where it's safe
to do so. It's also nice if you warn others behind
you of potholes or other obstructions in the road.

These tips aren't meant to put you off or make you
think a day's bike ride is like climbing Everest! But
with a little forethought you will enjoy the adventure
of a day out even more. You'll notice we often 
suggest a picnic or packed lunch or a visit to a
pub. Our rides are often built round a theme or
local beauty spot or place of interest. We are a
convivial group who make newcomers welcome
and we  usually ride at a moderate pace. Contact
the ride leader if you're unsure.

CTC • www.cyclebristolctc.org.uk

Cyclebag East • www.cyclebageast.btck.co.uk

Mountain Biking • www bristoltrailsgroup.com
www.bristolmountainbikeclub.co.uk

Bath cycling & walking groups:
"Recycle Your Sundays!: www.bathrys.org.uk

CycleBath (formerly Bath Cycle Campaign):
www.cyclebath.org.uk 
Wobbly Cycling Group www.wobblycycling.wordpress.com

We are a group of people who passionately believe in
cycling in Bristol and surrounds for everyday cycling.
We work to promote cycling as part of a sustainable
transport system. We formed in 1991 and ever since
have been actively campaigning to improve cycling in
Bristol and the surrounding area. One of the first to
press for 20mph limits, we also helped Bristol secure
Cycling City status. We have approximately 500 mem-
bers and together we lobby and promote cycling. If you
have an idea or a campaign theme and wish to help
out in some way, please be in touch - we'd love to
hear from you. It's your Campaign!

BCyC on the internet.
We have a significant internet presence, www.bristol-
cyclingcampaign.org.uk; Facebook Group (Bristol
Cycling Campaign) – mainly for announcements;
Twitter (BristolCycling) – for timely updates on what's
going on cycling-wise in Bristol; and a Yahoo Group for
discussion and getting to the heart of the matter. You'll
find details of all of these media channels on our web-
site. We also have a monthly e-newsletter for
Members with email.

The BCyC Committee are:

Chair • Martin Tweddell 
chairman@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk

Secretary • Martin McDonnell 
secretary@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk

Treasurer • Steve Kinsella 
treasurer@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk

Membership Secretary • Veronica Pollard 
7 Alpha Rd, Bristol BS3 1DH
membership@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk

Rides • Chris Whitlock 
rides@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk

Magazine • editor@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk 

Infrastructure • Terry Miller 

South Gloucestershire • Andrew Gough

Development • Eric Booth

Inclusivity • William Baker

Communications • Post to be filled

Website & Social Media • Martin McDonnell

Ex-officio • Martin Parkinson

Meetings • Martin Tweddell

Enquiries • info@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk

Mail • BCyC, 116 Westbury Lane, Bristol BS9 2PU
including articles for this magazine 

Join via our website or email:
membership@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk

Who are Bristol Cycling Campaign Monthly Meetings
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Our members' meetings are on the last Tuesday of the
month at Bristol YHA, Narrow Quay. Meetings start at
7.30pm and usually last a couple of hours and are very
informal. All welcome – bring a friend! Please come along,
if only to share a drink with us before or after the meeting.
We also have committee meetings on the second
Tuesday of the month, which members are welcome to
attend.

See the website, e-news or Facebook for up-to-date details
of our meetings

30 October – Mayoral Hustings (location TBC) 
In conjunction with Life Cycle UK and Sustrans, we're inviting
all the serious candidates to take your questions and test
how committed they are to cycling. Because of the expected
audience numbers the venue may change from the YHA,
therefore please check the website or Facebook.

27 November – Chris Bell: Greece to Wales by Bicycle
Former BCyC member Chris Bell talks about surviving
prostate cancer, whilst raising money for charity by riding
from Corfu to his current home in West Wales in Autumn
2010 

No meeting in December - Merry Christmas! 
Join us for a festive drink - see website and Facebook

USEFUL CONTACTS
Most of the contacts that you may need to use can be found
on the BetterByBike website at:
www.betterbybike.info/report-a-problem

WHERE TO BUY A SECOND HAND BIKE
If details are not shown, see discounts list opposite

The Attic
37 North Street, Downend, BS16 5SW • 0117 949 7333

The Bicycle Shop
276 Gloucester Road, Horfield. BS7 8PB • 0117 949 8950

Bristol Cycle Shack
Bike Workshop
Bools Bikes
Jake's Bikes


